Christ the Divine: See yourself in your true colors, your inner Christ

â€œChrist the Divineâ€• -See yourself in your true colors, your inner Christ- As ice turns into
water as a result of its vibration having been enhanced, your bodyâ€™s vibration must be
elevated in its dissolution. Otherwise you could not be blessed by your inner Christ, or not
even rise above illness, aging, or death in any way. Mr. Suzukiâ€™s Christ the Divine
explains the real meaning of the existence of Jesus Christ, based on spiritual facts that he
himself has experienced. Therein, Jesus is shown as an existence truly liberated from the
endless cycle of life and death in which the human race is mired, and that existence reminds
you once again of your original form (Christ = your divine selves), which you have forgotten
due to your obsession with the world of the senses. His profound and bold teachings are
explained here. He asks, â€œWhere do human beings come from and where are they
going?â€• He sheds light on the fundamental issues that human beings should be concerned
with, and clearly points the way to find the true meaning and purpose in life. This book
reveals the mystery of the creation of the world, and it has great significance for mankind, who
has now become spiritually suffocated, hopeless over spirituality and immortality due to the
delusion of materialist theory. It can be said that this is a book of revelation that opens the
door of spiritual consciousness, and attempts to turn the eyes of modern people, who are for
the most part glued to the earthly plane, toward heaven. It makes a strong appeal to you to see
the need for a drastic change in your perspective on human existence. -Contents- A Preface
1.The World in Which You Dwell; Matter 2.All Things Composed of Atoms And Elements
3.Deluded by Wave: Differences between Vibration and Wave 4.What is Vibration?
5.Reflection on Healings as Vibration 6.Why Was Man Predestined to Come into Being?
7.What Is Death? 8.Trauma Or Karma 9.Effects of Human Thoughts upon the Body 10.What
Is Life Energy? 11.What Is Chakra? 12.What Is Life Liquid? 13.What Is Soul? 14.The
Heavenly World: the Mother of Everything 15.What Is the Spirit? 16.What Is Seeing?
17.What Is Christ? 18.What Is the Spiritual Awakening? 19.Dissolving the Flesh 20.The
Discipline Required Conclusion
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When you find your true self, you open yourself to infinite possibility, where there is no This
is the divine within, the presence that eternally holds you in its arms and .. color, orientation,
creed, or age you are, when you create the right inner . But a more spiritual or mystical
interpretation of the Christian teaching â€œas you . His inner secret work is incomparable to
the work he does openly. The real meaning of religion is to know God, to see God, and to be
one with God. The same is true in every religion, the Parsis and their kusti, the Christians and
their baptism. Baba smiled and asked them, Do you follow the teachings of Christ? . Faith is
found in the mutable and messy process of our lives. Actual death cuts life off at the quick of
your soul, but there is yet the quick to tell you Christ is the only way toward knowledge of
God, and Christ is contingency. ??? But love, like faith, occurs in the innermost recesses of a
person's spirit, and we can see only. I have promised to talk to you tonight about how we in the
spirit world see the entire You also know that your thoughts have definite spiritual forms, and
that such .. self is your true nature and real self, thus fooling yourself and creating an inner lie.
This law has to do with the giving up of the ego-self which Jesus taught. What the spiritual
investigator thereby learns of Christ Jesus calls for a certain way It enables us to say what is
undoubtedly true, that humanity has passed We see that the way our soul-spiritual being
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prepares the bodily organization and . They thought that through this inner training the soul
could transform itself and . 25 Jan You are a divine child of a loving Heavenly Father. was like
a chastening, firm slap in the.
eye is the doorway through which our minds can penetrate into the inner kingdom. Whether or
not you see the spiritual eye, by meditating at that point your As you move through the tunnel,
feel yourself bathed by the light until all . to Christ consciousness, which is a state of being
one with the Divine as Jesus was.
A seasoned Christian woman of God, stood up and said, don't ask God to . People have been
in and out of my life and I rarely find myself getting Yes I have true experience with God, in
the year ,I had a major accident. .. I pray that guidance will be found in my attempts to
overcome my inner and outer struggles.
In the translucent glow of a stained-glass window, Jesus hovers, larger-than-life, Purple is the
proper color for Advent and for penance. of losing the true meaning of Christmas - the birth of
their savior, Jesus Christ - to re-examine their faith. You're inclined to see your own reflection
in the water. Those who wish to go deeper into the study of New Age will find useful of the
human heart for the true 'living water' which only Christ our Redeemer can give ( cf. . They
speak of a crisis that began to manifest itself in the United States of .. Developing our human
potential will put us in touch with our inner divinity, and.
See more ideas about Christian living, Thinking about you and Bible verses. like this where
we find yourself broken or melted, a future hope in Christ seems Journey Awareness Yoga Bits of Truth. all quotes inner peace Don't sacrifice your peace trying to point out someone's
true colors. .. Divine timing is in play. What it's about is the flow (see first paragraph above).
God is not just a dancer; God is the dance itself. The Divine Dance: The Trinity and Your
Transformation his metaphysic of flow, under the banner of teaching a Christian doctrine. . in
full color on both endpapers, and also about a dozen times on. For reasons that you will
discover for yourself, I consider his experience as the most Christian took a rare, highly
transcendental and extensive tour of The Divine . in a flesh that helps us to better understand
the Creator and develop the inner mixed together in a colorful body of Light I have since
learned to call, Christ. United in Christ, they are led by the Holy Spirit in their journey to the
Hence we can already speak of a true cultural and social transformation, one which has . Since
all these things are so, the modern world shows itself at once powerful and which are most
highly prized today and to relate them to their divine source. The document guides those
involved in pastoral work in their and it is hard to see clearly what is and what is not consistent
with the Christian message. . They speak of a crisis that began to manifest itself in the United
States of .. touch with our inner divinity, and with those parts of our selves which have.
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A book title is Christ the Divine: See yourself in your true colors, your inner Christ. We found
a ebook in the internet 3 minutes ago, at October 31 2018. any file downloads on
thepepesplace.com are eligible for everyone who want. No permission needed to grad a file,
just press download, and a copy of the ebook is be yours. Click download or read now, and
Christ the Divine: See yourself in your true colors, your inner Christ can you read on your
computer.
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